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Basketball Game Attracts Large Crowd

Visitors Pleased With "19-18"

FRESHMEN THE WINNERS

Even was a great deal more in demand than was expected for the Freshmen game between 19 and 18, the last minute of the game finding the former team on the win.

"Don" Cony and Strachan did the best work for the 19s, while McCarthy and Oliff were the stars of the 18s. The Freshmen played together as a team such as few have seen.

Despite the excellence of their individual effort, the remaining Freshmen on the 18s were the leaders of the day. The 18s lost the game, but they lost it with a great deal of credit.

The score was made 9-8 when Coach Quevallant sent in several minutes of play. Stanley carried the ball to the Freshman basket. Coady added five points on two baskets and a foul, and the other two engaged. Hathaway, President and Mrs. It. J. Aley, Dean and Miss Cheney. With the referee had blown his whistle, the official time was five o'clock. The score was made 9-8, and the 18s were beaten. 3-2. After Drieko of the 18s, O'Connell, Captain A. H. Ritz, and Captain J. M. DeWitt, First Limit. W. E. Kennison, Warren T. Mayers- For the young visitors who leave to find a place of college life, the 19s were the better of the two teams. The 18s were met by a number of Maine students who were looking forward to the trip.

To the Fairest College...Genung

Exhibition

With "Maine"

By Governor

March 16, Thursday 6. C. A. meeting Paper Society speaker's, Autumn Quarter. March 18, Saturday Band rehearsal; Agricultural Club; 8 p.m., chapel.

Mike Johnson, chairman of the Bangor conference. In the gym on the weights, awl time country. As a result, there have been two parties, the arise,.points were not counted. Reardon had a credit! and democratic. This war is to end, and now that things are beginning to settle down. The visitors to leave, they left with a feel-
M. F. Thompson has created a course to bring the "Maine" Club to the high standard set by its past, and his work is greatly appreciated by every student in the University.

Several years ago, the Maine Musical Clubs held a concert in the Old State House under the auspices of the high school. There, too, they created a great success. That year's concert will be presented next Friday another concert is to be held in Statehouse City Hall.

FEED COLLINS
The sad news of the death of Fred Collins, of Bar Harbor, which occurred inboro, New Hampshire, on Wednesday, March 8, came as a great shock to his relatives and many friends here. His parents were with him at the last. We are greatly interested in the response to a telegram calling all of his high school friends, and the sympathy of the local physicians supplemented by the services of a Portland pharmacist. It was an ill hour.

Mr. Collins, who was about 35 years old, was born in Ellsworth, where he lived until he was 18 years of age.

He attended the local academy and graduated from the Hopebrook high school and made many fine friends.

From here he went to the University of Maine where he entered the civil engineering course, being graduated with the class of 1913.

His college career was one of distinction and honor. A year or more before the war he was president, and a member of the faculty committee and class orator. He was selected for the sophomore prize, which is the highest honor that is conferred by the college on that part of the student body. He was selected for the sophomore prize, which is the highest honor that is conferred by the college in that part of the student body.

He held at the same time the position of adjutant of the cadet battalion, besides being an assistant coach of the football. He was also a member of the cadet committee and the football cadet. He was a member of the cadet committee and the football committee. He was also a member of the cadet committee and the football committee.

Through his high character, earnestness, and energy he became a professional career the same success thus trained his college years. He was assistant engineer in the construction of the Cuyahoga Steel Works at Cleveland, Ohio, and later returned to the same capacity during the construction of the Great Northern Paper Co.'s mill at Kaukauna, Wisconsin. Upon the completion of this mill he was engaged in engineering work for the firm of F. W. Young and Co., East Walpole, Mass.

In 1912 Mr. Collins accepted a position as field engineer in charge of construction work for the International Steel Co., of New York City.

He was trained for his profession and held the position of assistant in the Geological Survey. His work was in charge of the erection of a dam and power plant for the company of German. He was in charge of a wide circle of friends who were interested in the science and natural history of Maine. In the prime of life and whose sympathy and encouragement was a source of comfort to him in his bereavement.

From boyhood he was known for his sterling character and living a life, and he belonged to the society of all classes as an honest fellow and of one of the finest people that I have ever known, and I call him the "punch"—the emblem of our times.

The Smoke of Men Who Win
A fresh-rolled "Bull" Durham cigarette always says "Speed up!" right out loud. Keen-eyed, clear-headed young fellows smoke "Bull" Durham because it has the sparkle and the "punch"—the youthful vim and vigor. Every time you "roll your own" "Bull" Durham you have the proof.

EVEY TICKET IS A BOOST. GET GOING

Genuine: Bull Durham Smoking Tobacco
"Bull" Durham is unique among the world's tobaccos. It is distinguished from all others by its wonderful mildness, its delicious mellow sweetness and its distinctive aroma.

Genuine Bull Durham is the original blend, the blend which produces the flavor that is distinctive

H. D. Ashton
A. F. Koeman
N. E. Look
Fraternity Notes

PHI GAMMA DELTA NOTES.
The New England section of the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity held its annual convention at Dartmouth on Friday and Saturday, March 4 and 5. The convention was well attended at this occasion. Those who attended included

Edward E. Dorr, '26; Horace E. Eades, '26; Ralph Putnam, '26; Thomas

These new pledges have been made under the direction of

Messrs. Vernon H. Wallingford and Robert H. Owen in the case of

Leon A. Dodge was the guest of J.

Professor and Mrs. Simmons were entertained. Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hartwell visited his cousins, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hasan, last Thursday.

Delta Tau Delta Notes.

George N. Waddell was entertained by the Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity, a demonstration from Harvard center of work on the Armoury last Saturday.

Messrs. H. H. Underwood, of Harvard, were entertained by the Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity, a demonstration from Harvard center of work on the Armoury last Saturday.

Leaving for New York.

Alphonso F. Owen, '21, of the class of '21, was sent as delegate.

Among the boys from the Conference of different classes of athletes are included the following:

I. "Aggies" between now and Commencement Day.

The first issue was distributed on the grounds of the Alpha Chi Sigma fraternity's house last Friday, which plans were discussed for a banquet to be given for the faculty and all students of Chemistry.
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Little Changes In Standing of Bowlers

Lambtha Chi Alpha Leading

With practically only four matches left to roll the Lambtha Chi Alpha bowlers increased their standing nor Southwestern Bowling League. The Sigma Chi, who have been tied for first place for the past few weeks, have taken a walk, the Lambtha Chi Alpha seems to be going stronger than ever.

During the past week Sigma Chi lost four points to the Phi Kappa and the Lambtha Chi Alpha won the top honor by winning from the Alpha. Oak Hall from Phi Eta Kappa and Delta Tau from Kappa Sigma. The Delta Tau men outclassily defeated the Theta Chi in their match last Wednesday night, rolling 600, averaging 21.4. Oak Hall was high single for the week with 111 and also high doubles.

STANDING:

New Lost. Pts.
Lambtha Chi Alpha. 9 2 3 55
Phi Kappa Sigma. 9 3 2 56
Kappa Sigma. 6 6 2 56
Theta Tau. 6 6 2 56
Delta Tau. 6 6 2 56
Phi Eta Kappa. 6 6 2 56

WHAT THE INFORMATION CLUB IS DOING

The Information Club, which has been recently started under the auspices of the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences, is proving to be a great success. The purpose of the club is to give students an opportunity to be better informed on current topics. Membership in the club is open to students in the College of Arts and Sciences. The students joining the club, to attend all meetings which they possibly can. One hundred and ten have registered so far. The plan is to meet once every two weeks, but this program may not be always carried out.

At the first meeting of the club there was an attendance of fifty-four. Groups were made up into the following subjects were discussed: Professor G. B. Ramsay, instructor in Biology, presented a talk on the Industrial Situation. Prof. Cumlin on The War, Professor Hallock on The Effet of War on Productivity in Art and Literature, and Professor W. T. Thompson on Proofs of the Existence of God. The second meeting of the club was on attendance of sixty-four, and so forth, there were four divisions, as follows: Dean Hart spoke on The History of the University, Professor Craig on Modern Problems and Morality, Professor Gray on Some Recent Poetry, and Dean Johnson on Modern Religion, Developments.

The Information Club seems to be filling a long felt want on the part of many students of the university. The next meeting will occur on Monday, March 19, and the speakers will be Professor Daggett, Chrysler and Richfill. Professor Chase will meet the section on Tuesday, March 21.